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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
EFFECTS  OF  SHOCK-BOUNDARY-LAYER  INTERACTION  ON 
.THE PERFORMANCE OF A LONG AND A SHORT 
SUBSONIC ANNULAR DIFFUSER 
By Charles C. Wood  and  John R. Henry 
SUMMARY 
In connection  with  the  problem  of  obtaining  high  pressure  recovery 
and  uniform  exit  velocity  distributions  for  air-induction  systems,  an 
investigation  was  conducted  to  determine  the  effects  on  performance  of 
positioning  normal  shocks in or upstream  of  both a long  and a short  sub- 
sonic  annular  diffuser.  The  diffuser-entrance  Mach  number  was  varied 
from 0.2 to  that  corresponding  to  the  choked  condition  and  was  also  fixed 
at a value  of 1.44 through  use  of a supersonic  nozzle.  The  shock  Mach 
number  was  varied  from 1.0 to 1.8. Area  distributions  throughout  the 
diffuser  lengths  corresponded  to  those  of 5' and loo conical  diffusers 
having  the  same  entrance  area  and  area  ratio. 
Total-pressure  losses  from  shock-boundary-layer  interaction f r
the  annular  diffusers  were  appreciably  smaller  than  values  given  in  the 
literature  for  conical  diffusers  of  nearly  the  same  expansion  angles. 
Approximately 2- hydraulic  diameters  of  constant-area  ducting  between 
the  diffuser  entrance  and  the  shock  resulted in  equal  pressure  recovery 
for  the  two  diffusers  and  the  elimination  of  losses  from  shock-boundary- 
layer  interaction.  For  equal  shock  Mach  numbers,  the 5 O  diffuser  pro- 
duced  velocity  distributions  that  were  superior  to  those  of  the 10' dif-
fuser;  flow  separation  at  the  exit  of  the 5' diffuser  was  not  observed 
for shockMach numbers  below  approximately 1.7. Boundary-layer  control 
would  be  required  for  both  diffusers  for  most  of  the  entrance  flow  test 
conditions  in  order  to  obtain  exit  flow  distributions  comparable  to a 
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The  performance  of  the  turbojet  and  ram-jet  power-plant  installa- 
tions in supersonic  aircraft  depends  to a large  extent  on  the  performance 
, .  
of  the  air-induction  system  of  which  the  subsonic  diffuser  is  an  impor- 
tant  part.  Much  data  on  subsonic-.diffuser  performance  are  available  and 
are  summarized  in  reference 1. Most  of  these  data  are  for  subsonic- 
entrance  Mach  numbers,  and  the  entrance  flow  conditions  to  the  diffusers 
are  not  typical sf those  established  by  the  supersonic-entrance  section; 
in  fact,  very  little  performance  data  for  diffusers  operating  under  such 
conditions  are  available.  (See  refs. 1 and 2 .) Aircraft  designers  rec- 
ognizing  this  factor  as  well  as  the  importance  of  the  subsonic-diffuser 
have  resorted to designs  with  extremely  small  expansion  angles  to  insure 
satisfactory  performance. In many  instances,  diffusers  designed  accord- 
ingly  have  penalized  the  aircraft  design  because  of  diffuser  length  and 
weight. 
The  purpose  of  the  present  report  is  to  present for comparison  pur- 
poses  the  experimental  results  of  both a long  and a short  subsonic  annu- 
lar  diffuser  which  was  tested  to  determine  the  effects  on  performance  of 
positioning a normal  shock  in or upstream of the  diffuser.  This  investi- 
gation is part  of a general  program  initiated  to  determine  methods  for 
designing  shorter  diffusers  for  use  with  supersonic  entrances.  The 
diffuser-entrance  Mach  number  was  varied  from 0.2 to  that  corresponding 
to  the  choked  condition  and  was also fixed  at a value  of 1.44 through 
use  of a supersonic  nozzle.  The  shock  Mach  number  varied  from 1.0 
to 1.8. The'boundary  layer  at  the  entrance  occupied  about 40 percent 
of  the  annulus.  The  maximum  Reynolds  number  based  on  the  hydraulic  diam- 
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cross-sectional  area 
outer  ducting  diameter 
gap or radial  distance  between  inner  and  outer  walls 
axial  distance  measured  from  cylinder-diffuser  junction 
Mach  number 
Mach  number  just  upstream  from  normal  shock 
total  pressure (see section  entitled  "Performance  Parameters") 
total-pressure loss 
NACA RM L58A31 
P static  pre sure 
3 
4 static-pressure  change 
compressible  dynamic  pressure,  pt - p 







local  stream  velocity 
maximum  velocity  in a profile  at a given  duct  station 
radial  distance  measured  from  inner  wall 
boundary-layer  thickness 
two-dimensional,  incompressible,  boundary-layer  displacement 
thickness, s,"c. - :)w 
two-dimensi.ona1,  incompressible,  boundary-layer  momentum 
thickness, 
A bar  above a symbol  indicates a mean  quantity. 
Subscripts : 
1 reference  statio  
2 station in throat of upstream venturi meter (see fig. 1) 
3 reference  ntrance  station  for  diffuser  (see  fig. 2) 
4,5,6,7 survey stations located downstream from diffuser entrance 
8 station in throat of downstream venturi meter (see fig. 1) 
i inner  wall  of diffuser 
0 outer  wall  of diffuser 
S shock 
" 
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calculated  value C 
X axial distance, an independent variable 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 
General  Apparatus 
The se tup  used  for  th i s  inves t iga t ion  i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  f i g u r e  1 
and consisted of a 30-inch-diameter settling chamber with screens for 
reducing the turbulence level  of the flow, an annular-entrance venturi 
meter, a center-body support section containing 18 s t r u t s  of high fine- 
ness  ra t io ,  the  d i f fuser  model and adjacent ducting, an ex i t  ventur i  
meter, a section containing a but te r f ly  cont ro l  va lve ,  and an e x i t  d i f -  
fuser .  A l l  ducking was machined t o  c lose tolerances;  joints  were smooth 
and continuous and were sealed t o  preven-b leaks.  
Two va r i a t ions   i n   t he   s e tup  were eested which w i l l  be  re fer red  to  
herein as configurations I and I1 ( f i g .  2 )  . The two configurations were 
identical  with the exception of one duct section located upstream of the  
diffuser  for  configurat ion 11. Tlie walls of th i s  duc t  sec t ion  were  con- 
tou red  to  form a supersonic nozzle, and the  duc t  su r f aces  a t  t he  upstream 
and downstream ends of th i s  duc t  sed t ion  were continuous with adjacent 
ducting. The a r e a  r a t i o  of the supeysonic nozzle corresponded t o  t h a t  
requi red  for  a Mach number  of 1.6. The a rea  d i s t r ibu t ion  of the  
supersonic-nozzle section was obtained by use of two-dimensional, super- 
sonic,  characterist ic procedures.  
Diffuser Models 
The outer wall of the  two d i f fusers  was cyl indrical  with a diameter 
of 13.5 inches.  (See fig.  2.)  Tlie design of the  5' di f fuser  d i f fe red  
from that of the  loo diffuser  only in  the length,  which was 1.87 times 
t h a t  of the loo  d i f fuse r .  For about 95 percent of the diffuser  length,  
the  shape of the inner bodies was such that  the f low-area increase per  
un i t  l ength  was the same a s  t h a t  of the 5 O  and 100 conica l  d i f fusers .  
(See f i g .  3(  a )  . ) The junctions between the upstream cylinder and the 
upstream end of the diffuser inner bodies consisted of a circular-arc  
contour  (see f ig .  2 ) ,  and the terminals of the inner bodies were arbi- 
t r a r y  f a i r i n g s .  These methods of design were used a t  the ends of the 
inner bodies to avoid the sharp changes i n  contour that would have 
resu l ted  from the area var ia t ion for  an-equivalent  conical  angle .  
The longi tudinal  var ia t ion of the angle between a tangent t o   t h e  
inner-body wall and a l ine  pa ra l l e l  t o  t he  d i f fuse r  ax i s  ( loca l  expans ion  
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angle)  is  given  in  figure  3(b)  for  both  diffusers.  The  expansion  angles 
are  small  near  the  diffuser  entrance  and  increase  rapidly  with  length to
high  values  near  the  diffuser  exit. For a given  diffuser  length  this 
type  of  variation  should  minimize  shock-boundary-layer  interaction 
effects  for  shock  locations  near  the  diffuser  entrance  since  increasing 
the  wall  expansion  angle  produces  shock-induced  flow  separation  that  is 
more  violent.  (See  ref. 2 .) The  high  expansion  angles  near  the  exit 
would  have to be  ,compensated  for  by  boundary-layer  control in his  region 
in  order  to  obtain  high  performance. 
Instrumentation 
A reference  total-pressure  tube  and  thermocouple  were  located  in 
the  30-inch-diameter  settling  chamber.  Three  longitudinal  rows  of  static- 
pressure  orifices  were  equally  spaced  about  the  circumferences  of  the 
inner  and  outer  walls  in  the  diffusers  and  adjacent  ducting. Three static 
orifices  equally  spaced  about  the  circumference  of  the  outer  wall  were 
located in  the  throats  of  the  venturi  meters  at  stations 2 nd 8. Three 
total-pressure  traversing  tubes  were  equally  spaced  about  the  duct  circum- 
ference  at  stations 2 to 8. (See  figs. 1 and 2 for  station  locations. ) 
The  pressure  readings  of  wall  orifices  were  recorded  by  photographing 
multitube  manometer  boards. A l l  data  obtained  from  total-pressure  trav- 
erses  were  recorded  by  using  commercial  transducer  pressure  cells  in  con- 
junction  with  electronic  data  plotters  which  limited  the  frequency  response 
to 10 cycles or less  and  gave a continuous  plot  of  the  pressure loss from 
the  reference  tube to the  survey  position.  In  all  cases  traverse  data 
were  obtained to within 0.035 inch  of  each  wall. 
Test  Procedure 
The  investigation  was  initiated  by  obtaining  total-pressure  trav- 
erses  and  static-pressure  measure/ments  at  station 2 (venturi  meter)  for 
a range  of  duct  Mach  numbers  from  approximately 0.2 to  the  choked  condi- 
tion.  The  survey  tubes  were  then  removed,  were  reinstalled  at  station 3 
(the  reference  station  at  the  diffuser  entrance),  and  the  tests  were 
repeated.  Total-pressure  traverses  at  stations 2 and 3 were  made  for 
the  purpose  of  calibrating  the  upstream  venturi  meter  and  of  determining 
the  total-pressure  distribution  near  the  diffuser  entrance.  Total- 
pressure  traversing  tubes  were  then  installed  successively  at  the  down- 
stream  stations  and  traverses  were  made  for  the  aforementioned  Mach  num- 
ber  range  and  for a choked-entrance  condition  with a shock  in  the  diffuser. 
The  location  of  the  shock  was  varied  by  regulating  the  back  pressure. 
Similar  measurements  were  made  for  both  diffuser  models  in  order to 
obtain a comparison of the  flow  development  throughout  the  diffusers. 
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With  +he  exception  of  the  total-pressure  traverses  at  station 2,
the  procedure dqcribed in  the  preceding  paragraph  was  repeated  for 
configuration 11. For the  tests of configuration I1 the  flow at the 
diffuser  entrance  (cylinder-diffuser  junction)  was  either  supersonic 
at a Mach  number of 1.44 or subsonic;  the  flow  speed  depended  on  whether 
the  normal  shock  was  located  in  the  constant-area  duct  section  preceding 
the  diffuser  entrance or in  the  diffuser  proper. 
Performance  Parameters 
The  two  diffusers  tested in this  investigation  were  compared  on 
the  basis  of  the  following  parameters: (1) total-pressure loss, (2) veloc- 
ity  distributions  in  and  downstream fro  the  diffusers, (3) total-pressure 
distortions  at  station 6, and (4) the  static-pressure  rise.  Diffuser 
total-pressure loss is  defined  as  the  difference  between  the  total  pres- 
sure  at  station 3 and  that  at  station 8. The  total  pressure  at  station 3 
was  determined  by  mass-weighting  the  survey  data.  Since  the  flow  distri- 
bution  at  station 8was  essentially  one-dimensional,  the  total  pressure 
was  calculated  from  one-dimensional  relations  by  using  the  measured  static 
pressure  at  station 8 and  the mass flow  determined  from  the  venturi-meter 
measurements  at  station 2. 
Total-pressure-loss  and  static-pressure-rise  data  for  diffuser- 
entrance  Mach  numbers  below  choke  are  expressed  nondimensionally by 
dividing  them  by  the  compressible  dynamic  pressure  at  station 3 .  These 
data  are  presented  as  function  of  the  mean  Mach  number  at  station 3. 
For cases  in  which  the  flow  contained  ormal  shock,  total-pressure 
loss and  static-pressure  rise  are  expressed  nondimensionally  by  dividing 
them  by  the  mean  total  pressure  at  station 3 .  These  data  are  correlated 
against  the  mean  Mach  number  of  the  flow  just  upstream  from  the  shock  wave. 
The  shock  Mach  number  was  calculated  by  averaging  the  inner-  and  outer- 
wall  static  pressures  immediately  upstream  of  the  shock  and  by  using  one- 
dimensional  relations  in a manner  similar  to  that  used  to  determine  the 
total  pressure  at  station 8.
Velocity  distributions  are  presented  as  the  ratio of the  local  veloc- 
ity to the  maximum  velocity  occurring  the  same  cross-sectional  plane. 
Total-pressure  distortion  is  defined  as  the  ratio of he  difference 
between  the  maximum  and  minimum  total  pressure to the mean  total  pres- 
sure  at  station 8. The  minimum  total  pressure  was  defined  as  that  meas- 
ured  at a point 5 percent  of  the  width  of  the  duct  gap  from  the  inner 
wall.  Values  of M6 corresponding  to  the  data  points  of  total-pressure 
distortion  were  calculated  for a uniform  flow  by  using  one-dimensional 
relations  and  the  total  pressure  measured  at  station 8. 
RFSULTS ANn D I S C U S S I O N  
Entrance  Flow  Conditions 
Velocity  and  Mach  number  distributions  determined  from  traverses 
at  station 3 are  presented  in  figure 4 for  both  configurations I and 11. 
Values  presented  are  averaged  data  from  the  three  total-pressure  tubes 
spaced  about  the  circumference.  Data  presented  for  configuration I are 
for  two  speeds: a choked-entrance  condition  and a lower  Mach  number. 
For configuration I the  entrance  Mach  number  had  little  effect  on  the 
velocity  distribution  at  station 3. The  boundary  layer  at  each  wall 
extended  over  about 20 percent  of  the  gap.  The  velocities  adjacent  to 
the  inner  and  outer  walls  were  about 80 and 60 percent  of  the  maximum 
velocity,  respectively. 
Data  are  presented in figure  4(b)  for  test  configuration I1 with 
the  normal  shock  located  both  upstream  and  downstream of st tion 3. With 
the  shock  downstream  from  station 3, the  boundary-layer  thickness  on  the 
outer  wall  extended  over 21 percent  of  the  gap  as  compared  with 18 per- 
cent  for  the  inner  wall.  The  relative  velocities  adjacent  to  the  walls 
were  similar  in  magnitude  to  those  for  configuration I. The  maximum  Mach 
number  at  station 3 was  approximately 1.5. With  the  shock  upstream  of 
station 3, the  flow  was  distorted  and  the  boundary  layer  extended  across 
the  entire  flow.  The  boundary  layer in the  immediate  vicinity  of  the 
shock  was  probably  separated;  however,  reattachment  occurred  before  the 
flow  reached  station 3. 
Velocity  distributions  for  the  three  individual  survey  locations 
at  station 3 for  configurations I and I1 are  presented  in  figure 5. Also 
presented  are  values  of  boundary-layer  displacement  thickness  and  of  shape 
,parameter 6*/e obtained  by  averaging  data  for  the  three  surveys.  Dif- 
ferences  in  the  velocity  distributions  for  the  three  locations  are  insig- 
nificant  for  all  the  flow  conditions.  Values  of  shape  parameter  for  both 
the  inner  and  outer  walls  for  all  test  conditions  are  low,  which  indicates 
that  the  boundary-layer  velocity  distributions  were  favorable  toward  sub- 
sequent  flow  diffusion. 
Performance  for  Subsonic-Entrance  Flows 
Velocity  distribution.-  Velocity  distributions  measured  at  station 7, 
a short  distance  downstream  from  the  diffuser  exit,  for  both  diffuser 
models  are  presented  in  figure  6(a)  for  several Mach numbers  from  approxi- 
mately 0.31 to the  choking  Mach  number.  Distributions.  for  both  models  were 
badly  distorted;  the  boundary  layer  was  thickest  at  the  inner wall a d 
extended  over  approximately 65 percent .of the  duct  radius.  The 5' dif- 
fuser  produced  the  most  uniform  flow.  Increasing  the  entrance  Mach  number 
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had  no  apparent  effect  on  the  velocity  distribution  for  the 5 O  diffus r 
but  was  unfavorable  for  the 10' diffuser. 
Figure  6(b)  presents  additional  velocity  distributions  determined 
from  measurements  at  several  stations  in  the 10' diff'user. The  boundary 
layer  extended  across  the  entire  duct  from  station 5 o  the  exit,  and 
the  velocities  near  the  walls  ranged  from 20 percent to 45 percent  of 
the-inaximum  for  stations 5 to 7 .  At  stations 6 and 7 the  distributions 
were  not  symmetrical. 
Total-pressure-loss  and  static-pressure-rise  coefficients.-  The loss 
in  total  pressure  between  stations 3 and 8 and  the  static-pressure  rise 
between  stations 3 and 7 are  presented  nondimensionally in figure 7 as 
functions  of  the  entrance  Mach  number.  Also  included  in  the  figure  is 
the  theoretical,  isentropic,  one-dimensional,  static-pressure-rise  coeffi- 
cient.  The loss coefficients  for  the  two  models  are  approximately  equal 
at  the  higher  Mach  numbers,  but  the 10' diffuser  produced  slightly  less 
loss at  lower  Mach  numbers.  The loss coefficient  for  the 5' diffuser  was 
independent  of  Mach  number  for  the  speed  range  tested.  The  static- 
pressure-rise  coefficient  for  both  diffusers  increased  with  increasing 
Yich  number;  the  static-pressure  rise  for  the 5' diffuser  was  larger  than 
that  for  the 10' diffuser,  probably  because  the 5' diffuser  had a more 
uniform  exit-velocity  profile  as  shown  in  figure  6(a).  The 5' diffuser 
recovered  about 85 percent  of  the  theoretical  static-pressure  rise.  The 
performance  values for both  models  are  typical  for  these  geometries. 
Longitudinal  static-pressure  distribution.-  The  nondimensional  static- 
pressure  rise  along  both  the  inner  and  outer  walls  for  the  two  diffuser 
models  is  presented  in  figure 8 for  two  speed  conditions.  The  data  show 
that  the  static-pressure  rise  downstream  from  the  center  body  for  the 
loo diffuser  was  two  to  four  times  that  for  the 5' diffuser.  This  result 
probably  is  due to the  fact  that  the  exit  velocity  distribution  for  the 
10' diffuser  was  more  distorted  than  that  for  the 5' diffuser  and,  there- 
fore,  could  recover  more  static  pressure  through  natural  mixing  in  the 
tailpipe.  The  static-pressure  rise to the  point  corresponding to 
x/D = 3.52 (5' diffuser  exit)  is  approximately  the  same  for  both  models, 
a condition  indicating  that  the  total-pressure  losses  and  velocity  dis- 
tributions  are  about  the  same  at  this  point  for  both  models. 
Performance  With  Choked-  and  Supersonic-Entrance  Flows 
Velocity  distributions  with  choked-entrance  flow.-  Velocity  distri- 
butions  at  stations 4, 6, and 7 for  the  choked-entrance  flow  condition 
(configuration I) and  shock  waves  at  several  locations  in  the  diffuser 
are  presented  in  figure 9. Flow  separation  was  not  observed  at  any  of 
the  three  survey  stations  for  the 5 O  diffuser.  Station 4 was  less  than 
1 inch  downstream  from  the  shock  position  for a Mach  number  of 1.56, and 
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i n   t h i s  case  the  re la t ive  ve loc i t ies  in  the v i c in i ty  of the  walls were 
very low. However, between s ta t ions  4 and 6 these low re l a t ive  ve loc i t i e s  
increased t o  t h e  p o i n t  where the  d i s t r ibu t ion  fo r  Ms = 1.56 was approxi- 
mately the  same as t h a t  f o r  a l l  other Mach numbers. The flows a t  sta- 
t i ons  4 and 6 were approximately symmetrical; however, the  boundary layer  
occupied the  en t i re  duc t  a t  s t a t ion  6 as compared with about 70 percent 
of the duct a t  s t a t ion  4.  A comparison of the  d is t r ibu t ions  i n  figure 9 
with the l/T-power p r o f i l e  shows t h a t  a l l  the  d is t r ibu t ions  were less 
uniform than that for fully developed pipe flow. The d is t r ibu t ions  a t  
s t a t i o n  7 show that the peak-velocity point occurred a t  approximately 
65 percent of the duct radius and that the velocities immediately adja- 
cent t o  both the inner and outer walls were approximately 50 percent of 
t he  maximum veloci ty .  The shock Mach number for  the range tested (Ms 
f rom 1.02 t o  1.53) had l i t t l e  e f f ec t  on flow uniformity. 
The d is t r ibu t ions  produced by the  10' di f fuser  were noticeably less 
uniform than those for the 5' d i f fuser ,  and flow separation from the 
inner wall occurred upstream of s t a t ion  4 f o r  a shock Mach number of 1.45. 
Flow separation was not observed a t  s t a t i o n  7 because of natural mixing 
of f l o w  between the  d i f fuse r  ex i t  and s t a t ion  7. 
Velocity distributions with supersonic-entrance flow.- Velocity dis- 
t r ibu t ions  a t  s t a t ion  6 f o r  configuration I1 are  presented  in  f igure  lO(a) 
f o r  shock Mach numbers up t o  1.79. For configuration 11, shocks were 
posit ioned in several  locations in the constant-area duct upstream from 
the diffuser entrance as well as in  the  d i f fuser  proper .  The  mean  Mach 
number in  the constant-area sect ion var ied from 1.6 a t  the nozzle  exi t  
t o  1.44 a t  the diffuser  entrance.  The three curves for each diffuser 
model with the highest veloci t ies  near  the inner  wall correspond t o  shock 
locat ions in  the constant-area duct  sect ion.  
The ve loc i ty  d is t r ibu t ions  f o r  the  5' d i f fuser  became progressively 
l e s s  uniform as the  shock moved from an upstream location in  the  cons tan t -  
area duct through the constant-area duct and in to  the  d i f fuser .  Flow 
separation from the inner wall was present a t  s t a t ion  6 a t  a shock Mach 
number  of 1.75. The f l o w  was approximately symmetrical when the  shock 
occurred in the constant-area section; however, t he  boundary layer  
extended a;lmost t o  t h e  c e n t e r  of the annular passage. For these cases 
the  d is t r ibu t ions  were approximately equivalent t o  that f o r  a l/T-power 
s pro f i l e .  
Dis t r ibu t ions  for  the  10' di f fuser  were considerably less uniform 
than those for the 5' diffuser.  Flow separation from the inner  wall 
- .  occurred for a l l  test  conditions for which the  shock was loca ted  in  the  
d i f fuser  and immediately upstream of the diffuser entrance.  Location 
of t he  shock in the constant-area section approximately 1- entrance 1 
2 
hydraulic diameters (hydraulic diameter i s  defined as a quant i ty  tha t  i s  
four times the cross-sect ional  area divided by the wetted perimeter) 
upstream from the  d i f fuser  en t rance  resu l ted  in  no separation a t  s t a t ion  6; 
however, t he  d i s t r ibu t ion  was far from uniform. On the  basis of data pre- 
sented herein it appears ' tha t ,  except  for  the  case where shocks were 
located upstream from t h e  5' diffuser, boundary-layer control would be 
required for  both diffusers f o r  a l l  entrance flow conditions tested i n  
order t o   o b t a i n  exi t  flow distributions comparable t o  a l/"-power p ro f i l e .  
Total-pressure distortion.-  Data taken a t  s t a t i o n  6 are presented 
as a function of shock Mach number i n  figure 10(b) .  The value of pt,min 
conta ined  in  the  d is tor t ion  coef f ic ien t  was taken a t  a distance from the  
inner wall equal t o  5 percent of the gap width since, for the majority 
of tests conducted, the flow energy adjacent t o  t h e  i n n e r  wall was lowest. 
The trends indicated by the various curves are the  same as those noted i n  
the discussion of ve loc i ty  d is t r ibu t ions .  The maximum total-pressure dis- 
tor t ion for  configurat ion I and the  10' diffuser ranged from O.l5P 
a t  a shock Mach number of 1.0 t o  a value of O.52jjt,8 a t  a shock Mach 
number of 1.58. The total-pressure dis tor t ion for  configurat ion I and 
the 5' d i f fuse r  was approximately  0.0853 and varied l i t t l e  with 
Mach number. . A t  a given shock Mach number the total-pressure dis tor t ions 
observed for configuration I1 are l e s s  t han  d i s to r t ions  observed fo r  t es t  
configuration I. This  resu l t  was probably obtained because f o r  configu- 
r a t ion  I1 t he  d i f fuse r  area r a t i o  from the  shock t o   s t a t i o n  6 was la rger  
and, consequently, t h e  Mach number a t  s t a t i o n  6 was smaller. A maximum 
d i s to r t ion  f ac to r  of 0.82 (Configuration 11; 10' diffuser) was measured. 
This value appears t o  be very high because the maximum and m i n i m u m  t o t a l  
pressures correspond t o  Mach numbers of approximately 1.0 and 0, respec- 
t ive ly ,  and because the  maximum t o t a l  pressure was appreciably higher 
t han  tha t  a t  s t a t i o n  8. A l/T-power p ro f i l e  would correspond approxi- 
.mately t o  a 4-percent  dis tor t ion for  a Mach number i n   t h e  range from 0.30 
t o  0.35; t h i s  p r o f i l e ,  as noted in  the  d iscuss ion  of the  ve loc i ty  dis-  
t r ibu t ions ,  was obtained only for configuration I1 with the 5 O  diffuser  
with the shocks upstream from the diffuser  entrance.  
t , 8  
t, 8 
Total-pressure loss.- The total-pressure- loss  coeff ic ient  for  the 
two diffusers for configurations I and I1 i s  p lo t ted  as a function of 
shock Mach  number i n  f i g u r e  l l ( a ) .  The total-pressure loss i s  defined 
as the difference between the total  pressure just  upstream from the shock 
locat ion and the  to t a l  p re s su re  a t  s t a t ion  8. The to t a l  p re s su re  ju s t  
upstream from the shock location was determined from the measured t o t a l  
pressure a t  s t a t ion  3 ( for  the  cases  where no shock was located upstream) 
and from calculat ions of t h e   f r i c t i o n  loss between s t a t i o n  3 and the  
various shock locations. The f r ic t ion- loss  ca lcu la t ions  were performed 
by using equations (6) and (7) of reference 3 and f r i c t i o n  f a c t o r s  f o r  
a smooth pipe taken from reference 4. For the cases where the  shock was 
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located  in  the  diffuser  proper,  the  friction  calculation  was  performed 
by  assuming  that  the  cross-sectional-area  increase  occurred  in a series 
of  incremental  steps.  This  procedure  was  adopted  in  order  to  utilize 
the  equations  of  reference 3, which  are  for a constant-area  dpct.  The 
maximum  friction loss calculated  was  about 7 percent  of  the  total  pres- 
sure  and  corresponded to the  highest  shock  Mach  number  for  the 5 O  dif- 
fuser  and  configuration 11. 
Figure 11( a)  also  presents  the  one-dimensional,  normal-shock,  total- 
pressure loss. The  normal-diffuser-loss  increments,  which  have  been 
added  to  the  normal-shock  curve,  represent  the loss that  would  be  expected 
to  occur  in  the  subsonic-diffuser  flow  with  no  normal  shock  present.  The 
normal  diffuser  losses  were  obtained  by  modifying  the  subsonic  test  data 
of  configuration I to  correspond  with  the  diffuser  area  ratio  available 
downstream from the  shock  location  and  to  correspond  with  the  theoretical 
Mach  number  downstream  from  the  shock.  The  modification  was  accomplished 
by  using  correlation  procedures  described  in  reference 1. 
At a Mach  number  of 1.0 the 5 O  and 10' diffusers  produced  equal 
total-pressure  losses  because  the  higher  diffusion  losses  of  the l o dif-
fuser  were  apparently  exactly  balanced  by  the  higher  friction  losses  of 
the 5' diffuser.  However,  as  the  shock  Mach  number  increased,  the loss 
of  the 10' diffuser  increased  at a much  higher  rate  than  that  of  the 
5 O  diffuser  and  reached a value  of 0.2743t,3 at a shock  Mach  number 
of 1.69. The  measured  losses  for  both  diffusers  were  significantly 
higher  than  the  sum  of  the  one-dimensional,  normal-shock loss and  the 
normal  diffuser loss. This  difference  in loss is  considered  herein to 
be  excessive  diffuser loss resulting  from  shock-wave-boundary-layer 
interaction.  For  the  same  shock  Mach  number  the  losses  obtained  for  the 
. two  diffusers  with  configuration I1 (supersonic-entrance  flow  condition) 
are  either  the  same or slightly  higher  than  those  obtained  with  configu- 
ration I with  the  exception  of  cases  in  which  the  normal  shock  occurred 
in  the  constant-area  section  upstream  from  the  diffuser. 
The  effect  of a length  of  constant-area  ducting  between  the  shock 
and  the  cylinder-diffuser  junction  is  best  illustrated  in  figure  ll(b) 
where  total-pressure  losses  are  presented  as a function  of  the  duct 
length  in  terms  of  entrance  hydraulic  diameters.  The  one-dimensional, 
normal-shock loss varies  with  shock  location  in  the  constant-area  section 
because  of a Mach  number  variation  resulting  from  friction.  Increases 
in  the  constant-area  duct  length  between  the  shock  and  diffuser  entrance 
resulted  in  rapid  decreases  in  total-pressure loss for  the loo diffuser; 
the loss changed  from o.163Ft,3 with  the  shock  located 0.17 hydraulic 
diameter  upstream  to a value  of 0.1202 at a shock  location of 
-2.65 hydraulic  diameters. For the  'jO.diffuser  the  effect  of  distance 
between  the  shock  and  the  cylinder-diffuser  junction  on  the loss was 
much  less  than  that  for  the loo diffuser,  and a minimum loss was  obtained 
t, 3 
, , .  .. 
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with about 1 hydraulic diameter of duct length. With approximately 
2.5 hydraulic diameters of duct length, the losses of t he  two d i f fusers  
were nearly equal and were grea te r  than  the  sum of the  normal d i f fuser  
l o s s  and the  one-dimensional, normal-shock loss by about 1 percent t o  
2 percent of ct,3. A study of the data of reference 2 shows tha t  t hese  
differences of 1 percent t o  2 percent are equal t o   t h e   e f f e c t  of boundary 
layer  on the  normal-shock l o s s e s   i n  a constant-area duct. 
Comprehensive data concerning the use of a constant-area duct sec- 
t i o n   f o r  improving conical-diffuser performance are ava i l ab le  in  refer- 
ence 2, i n  which shock waves were always located in  the constant-area 
duct passage preceding the diffuser entrance. '  Data were obtained fo r  
a range of shock Mach numbers from 1.76 t o  2.51 and f o r  a range of 
boundary-layer thickness. The data of  reference 2 substant ia te  t rends 
indicated by data f o r  the annular  diffusers ;  the total-pressure losses  
were a minimum with the shock wave located in the constant-area passage 
a sufficient distance upstream from the diffuser  entrance to  permit  the 
normal-shock-wave s ta t ic-pressure r ise  to  occur  upstream of the  d i f fuser  
entrance. Approximate values of l o s s  coefficient obtained by extrapolating 
the  data of reference 2 t o  a Mach number of 1.44 are given i n  f i g u r e  11 f o r  
both the 6' and 12O conica l  d i f fusers  for  the  case  in  which the upstream 
end of the  normal shock was located a t  the  diffuser entrance. The point 
f o r  t he  6' conical diffuser falls  on the curve for  the loo annular d i f -  
fuser,  and the  poin t  for the  12O conical  diffuser  l i es  considerably above 
a l l  the other  data .  The f a c t  that the conical-diffuser losses are higher 
than the annular-diffuser  losses  for  near ly  the same nominal expansion 
angle probably can be a t t r i bu ted  t o  the annular-diffuser wall angles 
being appreciably less than the nominal expansion angle i n   t h e  upstream 
p a r t  of the  d i f fusers  where the  shock pressure r ise took place. (See 
f i g .  3(b) 1 
Losses from shock-boundary-layer interact ion.-  The total-pressure 
losses  resu l t ing  from shock-boundary-layer in te rac t ion  as determined 
from the curves of figure l l ( a )  a re  presented  in  figure 12 as a function 
of shock Mach number. Also included are curves of s imilar  losses  from 
data on several induction-system designs which a re  summarized i n  r e f e r -  
ence 1. The two curves which have been extracted from reference 1 cor- 
respond t o  conical spike-type entrances having no internal  contract ion.  
The models. were of small scale  and were operat ing cr i t ical ly  with the 
normal shock posi t ioned just  downstream from t he  minimum-area s t a t ion .  
The current 5' di f fuser  data agree with the data of reference 1 fo r  3 O  
t o  5 O  within about 2 percent of the  to ta l  p ressure ;  however, the  data 
of reference 1 are invariant with Mach number, whereas the current data 
indicate  a progressively increasing loss with Mach number. The losses  
of t o t a l  pressure from shock-boundary-layer in te rac t ion  for the  
loo annular diffuser are from 2 percent t o  4 percent lower than those 
of t he  9.4' curve of reference 1. In general ,  the  current  data are  more 
reliable than those of reference 1; in reference 1 the  losses  up t o   t h e  
terminal shock had t o  be estimated, and differences in the geometries 
and t e s t  procedures of the several  invest igat ions of reference 1 resu l ted  
in considerable data s c a t t e r .  The two data points  which were obtained 
from reference 2 a re  a l s o  presented i n  f i g u r e  12 .  The conical-diffuser 
shock-induced losses are higher than those of the annular diffuser as 
discussed  previously. 
Longi tudinal  s ta t ic-pressure dis t r ibut ion.-  The longi tudinal  wall 
static-pressure distributions for both configurations and d i f fuser  models 
are  presented in  figures 13 t o  16 f o r  condi t ions in  which a normal shock 
was loca ted  in  or upstream from the d i f fuse r .  Each figure contains a 
single  curve f o r  which the  values  of  px/&  tend t o  become smaller 
as x/D increases .  This curve  represents the locus of the values of 
pdPt,:, obtained in the flow upstrean from the normal-shock locat ions.  
Each of the curves which branch o f f  from the locus curve represents the 
increases  in  s ta t ic  pressure  obta ined  downstream from the par t icular  nor-  
mal shocks noted in  the legends.  The s ta t ic-pressure rises obtained on 
the  l a t t e r  cu rves  were produced by a combination of the  normal-shock 
s ta t ic-pressure r ise  and the subsonic diffusion. In every case the shock 
pressure rise extended over an appreciable distance along the walls 
because of t he  inab i l i t y  of the boundary layer  to  absorb,abrupt  increases  
i n p r e s s u r e .  (See ref.  2 . )  A t  the higher  shock Mach numbers the pressure 
d is t r ibu t ions  were frequently irregular because of flow separations and 
i r regular  shock pa t te rns .  
Theoretical pressure rise through shocks and diffusers . -  The data 
of f igures  15 t o  16 were analysed further t o  determine the amount of - 
theoret ical  pressure rise actual ly  recovered in  the diffusers .  In  con- 
nection with this analysis the theoretical ,  one-dimensional,  pressure 
rises due t o  the normal shocks and the isentropic, one-dimensional, pres- 
sure rises due to  the  subsonic  d i f fus ion  were computed and are presented 
. in  f igure  17 as a function of shock Mach number. The lowest curve of 
f igure 17 is  drawn through tes t  data for configuration I for  both the 
5 O  and loo di f fusers  and for configuration I1 f o r  the 5' d i f f u s e r ;  t h i s  
curve represents the values of t h e  r a t i o  of th'e s ta t ic  pressure  on the  
outer w a l l  a t  the  shock l o c a t i o n   t o   t h e  mean entrance total  pressure.  
The data of the  10' diffuser  for  configurat ion I1 were omitted because 
of the i r regular  character  of  the  data as shown i n  f i g u r e  16. The mid- 
dle curve i n  figure 1.7 represents the pressure that should be obtained 
after the  normal-shock pressure rise according t o  one-dimensional flow. 
The top curves represent  the theoret ical  pressure a t  the  end of t he  
d i f fusers  and include the normal-shock pressure rise and the  i sen t ropic  
subsonic-diffuser pressure r ise from t he  shock l o c a t i o n   t o   t h e  diffuser 
e x i t .  The f ina l  theore t ica l  p ressure  ra t io  for  conf igura t ion  I1 i s  
s l igh t ly   h ighe r   t han   t ha t  of configuration I because the  area r a t i o  of 
the subsonic diffuser downstream from the  shock locat ions was greater 
for configuration 11. The top curves show t h a t  t h e  t h e o r e t i c a l  pressure 
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decreases  appreciably  with  increasing  shock  Mach  number  because  of  the 
increasing  total-pressure loss through  the  normal  shock. 
Diffuser  lengths  required  to  recover  theoretical  static-pressure 
rise.- The  values  from  the  top  curves  in  figure 1.7 were used  in  con- -
junction  with  measured  pressure  ratios  on  the  outer  wall from figures 13 
to 15 to  construct  the  curves  of  figure 18. In figure 18 the  increment 
of  diffuser  length,  defined  as  the  distance from the  shock  location to
some  downstream  point  that  is  required  to  obtain  certain  f’ractions  of 
the  theoretical  static-pressure  rise -40, is  presented  as a function  of 
shock  Mach  number. For configuration I at a shock  Mach  number  of 1.6
the 5 O  diffuser  recovered 80 percent  of  the  theoretical  pressure  rise  at 
the  center-body  terminal;  whereas  the loo diffuser  recovered  only  about 
56 percent.  The  diffuser  recovered  the  theoretical  normal-shock 
pressure  rise  well  within  the  diffuser  length  for  all  Mach  numbers; 
whereas  the loo diffuser  was  limi%ed  to a Mach  number  of 1.5 in  this 
respect. For configuration I1 the 5’ diffuser  recovered  the  normal- 
shock  pressure  rise  within  the  diffuser  length  up  to a Mach  number  of 
1.72. A comparison  of  the  data  for  configurations I and I1 shows  that 
a given  pressure  recovery  occurred  in a slightly  shorter  diffuser  length 
for  configuration 11. 
4 c  
The  length  of  diffuser  required to recover  the  one-dimensional, 
theoretical,  normal-shock  pressure  rise  is  compared  in  figure 19 with
the  length  of  constant-area  circular  pipe  required  to  recover  the  maxi- 
mum  pressure  rise  downstream  from a normal  shock.  The  circular-pipe 
data  were  taken  from  reference 2 for  the  same  boundary-layer  displacement 
thickness  as  that  measured  at  the  entrance  to  the  diffusers. In making 
the  comparison  the  diffuser  lengths  were  nondimensionalized  by  dividing 
them  by  the  average  gap  of  the  annulus  in  the  region  over  which  the  shock 
pressure  rise  occurred.  This  method  was  used  because  the  flow  near  the 
upstream  part  of  the  diffusers  was  considered  to  be  roughly  two- 
dimensional  with a width  equal  to  the  annulus  gap. A s  the  point  where 
the  shock  pressure  rise.  is  completed  approaches  the  downstream  ends  of 
the  diffusers,  the  correlation  of  annulus  gap  with  pipe  diameter  breaks 
down  since  the  diffuser  exit  is a circle.  The  point  where  the  data  of 
reference 2 and  the  diffuser  data  are  most  comparable  occurs  at a shock 
Mach  number  of 1.49 for  configuration I1 for  the 5’ diffuser. For this 
case  more  than  half  of  the  shock  pressure  rise  occurred  in  the  constant- 
area  annulus  upstream  from  the  diffuser,  and a nondimensional  length 
of 6.0 was  obtained  compared  with 6.6 for  the  circular  pipe.  The  close 
agreement  of  the  values  probably  indicates  that  annulus  gap  is a s tis- 
factory  correlating  parameter  for  annular  flows  that  are  approximately 
two-dimensional. The diffuser  static-pressure  rise  which  is  treated 
herein  as  being  equivalent  to  the  theoretical  normal-shock  pressure  rise 
was  effected in actuality  by  both  the  normal  shock  and  part  of  the 
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subsonic  diffusion;  thus,  it  is  not  strictly  comparable  to  the  circular- 
pipe  data.  This  may  account  for  the  required  diffuser  lengths  being 
shorter  than  those  for  the  circular  pipe. 
CONCLUSIONS 
An investigation  was  conducted to determine  the  effects  on  the  per- 
formance  of  positioning  normal  shocks  in or upstream  of  both a long  and 
a short  subsonic  annular  diffuser. ' The  diffuser-entrance  Mach  number 
was  varied  from 0.2 to that  corresponding  to  the  choked  condition  and 
was  also  fixed  at a value  of 1.44 through  use  of a supersonic  nozzle. 
The  shock  Mach  numbers  varied  from 1.0 to 1.8. Area  distributions 
throughout  the  diffuser  lengths  corresponded to those  of 5 O  and 10' con- 
ical  diffusers  having  the same entrance  area  and  area  ratio.  The  fol- 
lowing  conclusions  were  derived: 
1. The  total-pressure-loss  coefficients  for  the  subsonic-entrance 
flow  conditions  were  approximately  the  same  for  the  two  diffusers  at 
high  subsonic  Mach  numbers;  however,  the 5 O  diffuser  produced a some- 
what  greater  static-pressure  rise  and a more  uniform  exit  velocity  dis- 
tribution.  Variations  of  entrance  Mach  numbers  below  choke  did  not 
appreciably  affect  diffuser  performance. 
2. Total-pressure  losses  from  shock-boundary-layer  interaction 
were  appreciably  smaller  than  values  given  in  the  literature  for  coni- 
cal  diffusers  of  nearly  the  same  expansion  angles. 
3. For the  supersonic-entrance  flow  condition  the  location  of a 
length  of  constant-area  duct  section  between  the  diffuser  entrance  and 
the  normal  shock  was  beneficial  from  the  standpoint  of  reducing  total- 
pressure  losses  and iqroving the  uniformity  of  exit  velocity  distribu- 
tions.  Approximately 2 1  hydraulic  diameters  of  constant-area  ducting 
between  the  diffuser  entrance  and  the'shock  resulted  in  equal  pressure 
recoveries  for  the  two  diffusers  and  the  elimination  of  losses  from 
shock-boundary-layer  interaction. 
2 
4. A static-pressure  rise  equivalent to that  for  the  theoretical 
normal  shock  was  recovered  within  the  diffuser  length  for  shock  Mach 
numbers  up to 1.72 for  the 5 O  diffuser  (supersonic-entrance  flow  condi- 
tion)  and  for  shock  Mach  numbers  up to 1.5 for  the loo diffuser  (choked- 
entrance  condition) .
5 .  For  the  choked-  and  supersonic-entrance  flow  conditions  for  equal 
shock  Mach  numbers  the 5' diffuser  produced  velocity  distributions that 
were  superior to those of the loo diffuser.  Flow  separation  at  the  exit 
of  the 5' diffuser  was  not  observed  for  shock  Mach  numbers  below  approxi- 
mately 1.75. For the  supersonic-entrance  flow  test  condition,  flow  sepa- 
ration  for  the 10' diffuser  occurred  for  all  shock  Mach  numbers  except 
those  corresponding to shock  locations  in  the  constant-area  passage 
approximately 11 hydraulic  diameters  from  the  entrance.  For  the  case 
of a choked-entrance  condition,  flow  separation  at  the  exit  of  the 
loo diffuser  was  not  observed  for  shock  Mach  numbers  of  less  than 
approximately 1.45. 
2 
6. In order to obtain  exit  flow  distributions  comparable  to a 
1/7-power  profile,  boundary-layer  control  would  be  required  for  both 
diffusers  for  all  the  entrance  flow  test  conditions  except  for  the 
5' diffuser  operating  at  an  entrance  Mach  number  of 1.44 with  the  nor- 
mal shock  upstream  from  the  diffuser. 
Langley  Aeronautical  Laboratory, 
National  Advisory  Committee  for  Aeronautics, 
Langley  Field,  Va.,  January 14, 1958. 
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Figure 1.- D i a g r a m  of t e s t  setup. All dimensions m e  in inches. 
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Coordinates for 5' diffuser 
X Y X y X Y  X Y 
0.0 4.875 6.250 4.610 30.250 3.133 46.750 0.829 
0.062 4.875 10.250 4.415 37.250 2.464  47.950 0.0 
4.250 4.701 22.250 3.725 45.250 1.249 
2.250 .4.790 15.250 4.150 41.250 1.961 
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coordinates for 10' diffuser 
X Y X Y X Y 
0.0 4.875  6.250  4.312 22.250 1.445 
2.250 4.701 14.250 3.291 25.350 0.0 
0.062 4.875 10.250 3.851 23.250 1.040 
4.250  4.514 18.250 2.585 
Figure 2.- Diagrams  of diffuser models  and  ducting contained within 
dashed-line square  in  figure 1. Al dimensions  axe in inches.  Con- 
figuration I is  indicated by  the solid  lines, and configuration I1 
is indicated by  the combination of solid  and dashed Enes. 
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Distance from cylinder-diffuser junction, X/D 
(a)  Area  distributions. 
Figure 3 . -  Area  distributions  and  expansion  angles  for  diffuser  models. 
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Figure 3 . -  Concluded. 
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(b) Distr ibut ions for  configurat ion 11. 
Figure 4.- Velocity and Mach number d i s t r ibu t ions  at s t a t i o n  3 .  
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Figure 5 .  - Veloci ty   dis t r ibut ions at s t a t i o n  3 .  
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Figure 6. - Velocity  distributions  for  configuration I. Subsonic-flow  condition. 
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(b) Stat ions 3 to 7; 10' diffuser. 
Figure 6.- Concluded. 
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Figure 7.- Variation of pressure coefficients with Mach number. Configuration I; subsonic- 
flow condition. 
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Figure 10. - Velocity distributions and total-pressure  dis tor t ions at s ta t ion  6. 
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Figure 10.- Concluded. 
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Figure 11.- Variat ion  in   diffuser   total -pressure loss with shock Mach number and length of 
constant-area duct between shock and diffuser entrance. Shaded symbols indicate con- 
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Figure 12.- Vwiat ion of shock-induced diffuser  loss  with shock Mach number. Shaded symbols 
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Figure 1.3.- Longitudinal w a l l  s ta t ic-pressure dis t r ibut ions for  several  shock locations.  
Configuration I; 5' diffuser .  
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Figure 14.- Longitudinal wall static-pressure distributions for several  shock locations.  
Configuration I; loo diffuser .  










Figure 15.- Longitudinal w a l l  static-pressure  distributions  for  several shock locations. 
Configuration 11; 5' diffuser. 
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Figure 17.- Variation with shock Mach number of d i f fuse r   s t a t i c -  
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Figure 18.- Diffuser lengths required to recover  the  theoretical 
static-pressure rise.  
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Figure 1.9.- Duct length required to recover normal-shock pressure   r i se .  

